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This work is motivated by a general question: Can micro-scale energy harvesting techniques be exploited
to support low-cost standard security solutions on resource-constrained devices? We focus on guaranteeing
integrity and authentication in Internet of Things (IoT) and Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) applications.
In this paper we propose techniques to make ECDSA signatures low cost and implementable on resourceconstrained devices. By combining precomputation techniques and energy harvesting capabilities of modern
sensor nodes, we achieve significant improvement over prior works. In addition, we show the cost of ECDSA
signatures can be reduced of up to a factor 10 by using harvesting-aware optimizations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, progress in computing and communication capabilities of embedded devices has played a major role in the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT),
a technology that enables smart devices (e.g., mobile phones, wireless sensor nodes,
home appliances and industrial machines) to communicate and share data over the
Internet [Atzori et al. 2010]. One of the key enablers to realize the vision of the Internet of Things is Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [Alcaraz et al. 2010; Christin et al.
2009]. Due to their low cost and pervasive capability, WSNs have gained increasing
popularity in the last decade, as they allow for accurate real-time information in a
multitude of application scenarios that conventional cabled or wireless networks are
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unable to handle. Acting as a bridge to the physical world, wireless sensor networks
will eventually make possible the automatic monitoring of vital signs and health conditions in assisted living and e-health applications, of environmental parameters such
as air quality and pollution, and of energy and water use in civil and industrial buildings, among others. In many of such scenarios, security support is a critical requirement [Lopez et al. 2009; Sharma et al. 2012]. However, security solutions must cope
with the limited energy resources of WSN platforms, which are typically powered by
short-lived batteries. In fact, many WSN applications require the network to operate unattended for extremely long periods of time, tackling contexts where even the
physical access to a sensor, once released in the field, may be impossible. Battery replacement and recharging is thus highly impractical and very expensive at best, if not
altogether impossible. For this reason, considerable effort has been devoted by the research community to develop carefully-crafted communication and sensing protocols
that, along with low-power sensor node architectures, permit an extremely sparing
usage of the limited energy resources available to wireless sensor nodes.
Security protocols in WSNs makes no exception to such a design strategy: They
should retain effectiveness while using as little energy as possible. One way to accomplish this design goal is to devise novel, energy-friendly, lightweight security primitives. However, a novel construction is not always advisable in security. In fact, despite
its possible technical merits, acceptance of a novel approach requires time for a thorough scrutiny, and may involve multiple revisions along this path (for instance, the
NTRU signature was broken multiple times [Gentry and Szydlo 2002] when initially
proposed). Moreover, in critical settings it makes sense to leverage standardized security constructions, rather than novel approaches not challenged by a long-lasting
real-world practice.
Motivated by this need, in this paper we address the problem of how to practically achieve low-cost security in real-world wireless sensor networks, without requiring substantial changes in the security protocols set forth. In particular, we focus on
ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm), the de-facto standard signature
scheme employed in WSN and IoT applications to ensure authenticity and integrity of
communications [Hummen et al. 2013; Misic 2009; Wei-hong et al. 2009]. Support for
ECDSA is also included in CoAP, which is being standardized as an application layer
protocol for the IoT [Shelby et al. 2013]. In addition, we remark that NSA-approved
products must employ ECDSA1 . Despite its popularity, however, practical implementations of ECDSA on wireless sensor networks are still challenged by high energy
consumption and long delays, which can significantly affect the lifetime of the network [Bicakci et al. 2012], and which prevent the extensive usage of ECDSA-based
primitives in many application scenarios.
In this paper, we present a pragmatical approach to reduce the cost of generating
ECDSA signatures by jointly exploiting precomputation and energy-harvesting capabilities embedded in modern sensor nodes. Our solution builds on the scheme proposed
by Boyko, Peinado and Ventakesan in [Boyko et al. 1998], which we term BPV from the
name of the authors. The main idea of BPV is to precompute and store a set of n Discrete Log pairs, a subset of which is randomly chosen and suitably combined to perform
costly modular operations with a significant computational gain (see Section 2.2 for details). Despite its simplicity and appeal, however, to the best of our knowledge neither
BPV nor similar variants were so far considered in practical sensor networks implementations. This is mainly due to the fact that the number of precomputed pairs must
be sufficiently large to thwart Lattice reduction attacks [Nguyen and Stern 1999]. Such
a requirement results in a large memory footprint that has long prevented practical
1 http://www.nsa.gov/ia/programs/suiteb%5Fcryptography/
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implementations of BPV on first-generation resource-constrained wireless sensor platforms. To address this limitation, we proposed an improved version of the BPV scheme,
which we name I-BPV. I-BPV requires only relatively small fraction of the memory
available to last-generation motes [Bischoff et al. 2009] (see Section 5.3 for details).
The second key component of our proposed approach is support for energy harvesting. The recent emergence of cost-effective low-scale power scavenging technologies
are making possible to supplement the limited battery energy of wireless motes with
energy gathered from the environment (e.g., solar, wind, etc.) [Basagni et al. 2013]. In
some cases the energy available to environmentally-powered motes can be even excessive, i.e., greater than the amount that can fit into the energy storage devices of a node
(energy overflow), and thus it would be wasted if not immediately used. As pointed
out in our prior work [Ateniese et al. 2013], the occurrence of such energy peaks very
well fits precomputation-based schemes, as it permits to push part of the computation
to excess energy periods. We thus propose a set of harvesting-aware optimizations to
exploit periods of high energy availability.
Our specific contributions are the following.
— We present I-BPV, a precomputation scheme for ECDSA signatures that reduces the
memory overhead of existing precomputation schemes by a factor of 5, making them
feasible on resource-constrained wireless sensor platforms.
— We propose a set of specific harvesting-aware optimizations that exploit energyharvesting capabilities of modern sensor nodes to enhance the performance of I-BPV.
— We implement I-BPV on three off-the-shelf sensor node platforms, the MagoNode++,
TelosB and MICA2 motes, characterized by widely different design aspects, and
provide an in-depth experimental assessment of the performance, energy cost, and
emerging trade-offs.
— Through both simulations and real-life experimentations, we perform a thorough assessment of the performance of I-BPV in energy-harvesting WSNs. Our results show
that leveraging periods of high energy availability allows to significantly reduce the
energy consumption of performing ECDSA signatures to up to a factor 10 w.r.t. prior
implementations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the background on the known results we have exploited and extended in this work. I-BPV is
presented and discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, harvesting-aware optimizations are
presented. Performance of I-BPV are evaluated in Section 5. We review related works
in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)

We recall the construction of an ECDSA signature [Johnson and Menezes 1998]. In
what follows, unless otherwise specified, we resort to multiplicative notation. Select
an elliptic curve E defined over Zp such that the number of points in E(Zp ) is divisible
by a large prime q. Let g ∈ E(Zp ) be a point of order q. Let the integer x ∈ [1, q − 1]
be a randomly chosen private key, and let the elliptic curve point g x ∈ E(Zp ) be the
corresponding public key (along with the public setup information q, E, g). Let H(.) be
a secure hash function. Then the ECDSA signature for a message m is constructed as
shown in Algorithm 1.
Security of ECDSA relies on the choice of the integer r, which must be unique and
unpredictable for each signature. Indeed, if r can be predicted, then it would be trivial
to derive the secret key x from the linear modular equation:
s = r−1 (H(m) + xw)

mod q → x = w−1 (sr − H(m))

mod q
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ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm of ECDSA Signature for a message m.
Input: The node’s private key x. A message m to be signed.
1
2
3
4
5

Select a random value r ∈ [1, q − 1].
Compute the elliptic curve point g r = (x1 , y1 ).
Compute w = x1 mod q (if w = 0, restart).
Compute r−1 mod q.
Compute s = r−1 (H(m) + xw) mod q (if s = 0, restart).
Output: The pair of integers (w, s) is the signature for message m.

Similarly, if a same r is used for signing two different messages m and m0 , then the
secret key x would be readily derived from the known signatures (w, s) and (w, s0 ).
2.2. Precomputation of Discrete Log pairs: Simple BPV generator and full BPV generator

Let g ∈ Gq be a generator of a cyclic group of order q. Boyko, Peinado and Venkatesan
first introduced in [Boyko et al. 1998] a surprisingly simple technique for speeding up
the generation of pairs of the form (r, g r ), which is generally the most expensive operation in Discrete log based schemes. The technique they proposed, hereafter referred
to as simple BPV generator, speeds up the computation by preliminary precomputing
(and storing in a table) a number n of randomly-chosen pairs. Whenever a random pair
(r, g r ) is needed, the generator randomly selects k out of the n precomputed pairs, sets
the “random” value r as the sum of the chosen terms κi , and computes the corresponding term g r , by simply multiplying the corresponding precomputed values g κi . This
algorithm is extremely efficient, as it requires only k − 1 multiplications. Of course, the
generated value r is not uniformly distributed. However, with an appropriate choice of
the parameters n and k, the distribution of the generated values is statistically close
to the uniform random distribution [Nguyen et al. 1999].
The simple BPV generator is further extended in [Boyko et al. 1998] by combining it
with a random walk on a Cayley graph expander. Hereafter, we refer to this extension
with the name full BPV generator, or BPV for brevity. The two phases of the full BPV
generator are shown in Algorithm 2. We recall that, intuitively, a graph is an expander
if it is easy to reach any vertex from any other in very few steps. In other words, a
graph is an expander when, starting from any initial probability distribution on its
vertices, a random walk on the graph will rapidly converge to the uniform distribution
on all vertices. Obviously, expanders are of practical interest whenever their degree is
low but their expansion “speed” is large. The expansion performance of a graph can be
quantified via a (vertex) expansion parameter γ. Clearly, we wish to have γ > 1 as large
as possible. Most of the results concerning expanders (including all results presented
in the next section 3) are expressed in terms of an alternative (spectral) parameter
 < 1, an -spectral expander being a γ-vertex expander with γ = 2/(1 + 2 ).
The full BPV generator builds on a theorem proved by Alon and Roichman in [Alon
and Roichman 1994].
T HEOREM 2.1. Let Gq be a group of order q, and let S be a random set of group
elements. Let X(Gq , S) be a Cayley graph of the group Gq with respect to a set S of
elements. For any 1 >  > 0 there exists a constant c() > 0 such that, for any random
set S of c() log2 q elements of Gq , the Cayley graph is an -spectral expander almost
surely.
Based on this result, the full BPV generator includes an additional table comprising
ne randomly chosen pairs (Table T 2 in Algorithm 2). The generator has an extra cost
in terms of storage due to the additional table (dj , g dj ) and the pair (t, R), and requires
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ALGORITHM 2: Algorithm of the full BPV generator.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Preprocessing:
Generate n integers κ1 , . . . , κn ∈ Zq .
Create an empty table T 1 of size n.
for i = 1 to n:
Compute g κi and set T 1i = (κi , g κi ).
Generate ne = c() log2 q integers: d1 , . . . , dne ∈ Zq .
Create an empty table T 2 of size ne .
for j = 1 to ne :
Compute g dj and set T 2j = (dj , g dj ).
Initialize a value t to a random element in Zq .
Randomly select dj ∈ {d1 , . . . , dne } and initialize a value R = g dj .
Online Pair generation:
Randomly generate S ⊂ [1, n] of size k.
Select a random du , u ∈ [1, ne ].
Set r = t + du mod q and g r = R · g du , using pair (du , g du ) stored in table T 2.
for i = 1 to k:
Set r = r + Si mod q.
for i = 1 to k:
Set g r = g r · g Si , using pair (Si , g Si ) stored in table T 1.
Return the pair (r, g r ).

two extra multiplications in addition to the k − 1 ones. However, for an appropriate
choice of ne ≈ log2 q, i.e., c() = 1, it permits to reduce the value k by a factor of two,
i.e., the full BPV generator with parameters n, k behaves as the simple generator with
parameters n, 2k.
2.3. Application of BPV to ECDSA

As the BPV scheme does not depend on the specifically chosen group, it can be directly
applied to the Elliptic Curve setting [Coron et al. 2001], and to the relevant Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) construction. The security of the BPV
generator relies on the hardness of the Hidden Subset Sum problem.
D EFINITION 1 (H IDDEN S UBSET S UM PROBLEM). Given integers M, b1 , · · · , bm ∈
ZM , find α1 , · · · , αn ∈ ZM such that each bi is some subset sum of α1 , · · · , αn modulo M .
This problem is conjectured to be hard if the ratio n/ log2 M is sufficiently large,
more precisely greater than a given threshold approximately equal to 0.94. As noted
in [Nguyen and Stern 1999], the reliance upon the Hidden Subset Sum problem holds
also when the generator is used such that the integers bi are not directly disclosed,
but indirectly provided to a passive attacker via Discrete log terms such as g bi . This
is indeed a case of significant practical interest when BPV is used for ECDSA. In fact,
when the truly random terms r used by ECDSA (Section 2.1) are replaced with those
produced by the generator (Section 2.2), security of signature schemes depends on a
slightly modified variant of the Hidden Subset Sum problem, called the Affine Hidden
Subset Sum problem, which does not appear to be more complex than the original
problem [Nguyen and Stern 1999].
D EFINITION 2 (A FFINE H IDDEN S UBSET S UM PROBLEM). Given a positive integer
q, and b1 , · · · , bm , c1 , · · · , cm ∈ ZM , find integers x, α1 , · · · , αn ∈ ZM , such that each
bi + xci is some subset sum modulo M of α1 , · · · , αn .
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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Indeed, this obviously holds for ECDSA. It is sufficient to note that r, which, owing
to the generator, is a hidden subset sum, can be expressed as:
r = s−1 (H(m) + xw) = s−1 H(m) + xws−1 = b + xc mod q
where, for each signed message, b = s−1 H(m) mod q and c = ws−1 mod q are known
to a passive attacker.
3. I-BPV: IMPROVED BPV GENERATOR

The BPV full generator combines the simple generator with a random walk on expanders based on Cayley graphs on abelian group. The distribution of the outputs of
the simple generator is shown to be at most
2−(e+1)
statistically distinguishable from


n
1
the uniform distribution, where e = 2 log k−m and m = |p| for a prime p. Thus,

for large values of nk , the outputs of the simple generator follow essentially the uniform distribution. In BPV, the simple generator is improved by using expanders which
will preserve randomness even when decreasing k. This is due to the Alon–Roichman
theorem [Alon and Roichman 1994] which asserts that random Cayley graphs are expanders:
T HEOREM 3.1 (R ANDOM C AYLEY GRAPHS ARE EXPANDERS). For every  > 0 there
exists a constant c() such that the Cayley graph, obtained by selecting ne elements
independently and uniformly at random from a finite group G, has expected second
largest eigenvalue less than  (i.e., it is an expander with high probability), whenever
ne ≥ (c() + o(1)) log |G|.
Because of this theorem, the value ne is set to c() log |G| in BPV. Here the leading
constant c() is 4e/2 which is about 10.87/2 .
The full BPV generator can be improved by showing that ne can be smaller, thus saving in space. Our improved BPV generator, which we call I-BPV, relies on the result
from Christofides and Markstrom [Christofides and Markstrom 2008], who showed
that the constant c() can be reduced from 10.87/2 to 2/2 . More specifically, by stressing the relationship between graph expansion and the second eigenvalue, the bounds
on the expected expansion of the Cayley graph is ne = (2 ln 2/+o(1))2 log |G|. Recalling
the Theorem 3.1, the expected second largest eigenvalue has to be E ]λ2 (X(G, S))] ≤ 
where the Cayley graph X(G, S) is an undirected graph formed by taking the elements
of G as vertices with G as a finite group and S a set of generators for G. Thus, fixed
an , the value ne in I-BPV will be about 1/5 of the ne used in BPV. In practice, this
means that the extra table stored in I-BPV, and thus the memory overhead of the
precomputation scheme for ECDSA, will be five times smaller than the table in BPV.
I-BPV is still safe against birthday attacks, even though ne is significantly smaller
than previously intended. In particular, when the ratio n/ log2 q is in the order of 1 or
more, based on [Nguyen and Stern 1999], the security of the I-BPV generator depends
on its resistance to birthday attacks, which directly derives from the relevant theorem
in BPV.
T HEOREM 3.2 (F ROM [B OYKO ET AL . 1998]). If G is a cyclic group of order q, then
the expected number of repetitions in a run of I-BPV of length l is at most:
 
l


l
1
1
2
+ 
k
log
n
+
n
q
1 − 2−c
c
k
for some constant c.
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The first term of Theorem 3.2 is the expected number of repetitions in an ideal sequence whose elements are independent random elements of Zq . The second term represents the number of additional collisions due to the generator. This term contains
the parameter l only as a linear function, which is important to minimize the effect of
the birthday attack (which aims at increasing the expected number of collisions of a
factor proportional to l2 ).
More specifically, based on the work presented in [Boyko et al. 1998], we can observe
that the probability that any particular number output by the full generator repeats
after exactly m steps is at most:






 1 1

−cm
min   , + 2
(1)


n q




k

If there exists an integer m < l such that 1/q + 2−cm ≤ 1/ nk , then let σ be the smallest
such integer. Otherwise, let σ = l. Let the random variable C denote the number of
collisions. Then:
X
EC =
P r(xi = xj )
ij

X

≤

i<j;j−i<σ
l
2



<

q

+ lσ

1

n +
k



X
i<j;j−i≥σ

1
1

n −
q
k

1
+ 2−c(j−i)
q


(2)

!
+

X

2−c(j−i) ,

i<j;j−i≥σ

where xi is the i-th element in the output sequence and the sums go over all ordered
pairs (i, j) such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ l and either j − i < σ or j − i ≥ σ. By definition of
σ, we obtain σ ≥ d− log D/ce, where D = n1 − 1q . For sufficiently large nk , the second
(k )
term of 2 is at most:
 
l 1
n

lσD ≤ lDdlog (1/D/ce <
,
n log
c k
k
Concerning the third term of 2 we can observe that:
X
1
2−cσ
l
2−c(j−i) < l
< n
,
1 − 2−c
1
−
2−c
k
i<j;j−i≥σ

−cσ

as 2

<

1

(nk)

. Finally, by combining these bounds with 2 we obtain the proof of Theo-

rem 3.2.
Our choice of parameters n and k is justified by the study of Nguyen and Stern
in [Nguyen and Stern 1999], where they used the discrete Fourier transform to prove
that the distribution of the BPV output is indistinguishable from the uniform distribution, and this holds without the addition of the expander.
Given a fixed value of expected number of repetitions in a run of I-BPV of length l,
in order to resist to Birthday attacks, the n precomputed pairs should be periodically
refreshed. In particular, a refresh operation should be performed after l runs of I-BPV.
Table I shows the expected number of repetitions for increasing values of l. Reported
values are computed with parameters k = 8, n = 160, q = 160.
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Table I. Expected number of repetitions in a run of I-BPV for increasing values of l.
l
3 ∗ 102 − 3 ∗ 103
3 ∗ 103 − 3 ∗ 104
3 ∗ 104 − 3 ∗ 105
3 ∗ 105 − 3 ∗ 106
3 ∗ 106 − 3 ∗ 107

Expected repetitions
10−9
10−8
10−7
10−6
10−5

4. I-BPV OPTIMIZATIONS FOR ENERGY-HARVESTING WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Environmentally-powered nodes experience significantly changes in the power they
harvest over time, due to varying weather conditions, monthly trends and seasonal
patterns [Jeong and Culler 2012]. This results in an alternation between periods in
which energy must be sparely used, and situations in which there may even be an
excess of energy available, which would be wasted unless used in the short term. An
energy peak occurs whenever a node is harvesting power at a rate that exceeds its current power consumption, while having its energy storage at capacity or, more generally,
exceeding a given charging level threshold. More formally, an energy peak occurs at
time t if:
Pth > Ptc ∧ Ets > Eth ,
Pth

(3)
Ptc

where
is the amount of power being harvested at time t,
is the power consumption of the node at time t, Ets is charging level of the energy storage of the node at
time t and Eth is the charging threshold (e.g., Eth is typically the maximum amount of
energy that can be stored in the supercapacitor or in the rechargeable battery of the
node). Harvested energy would be lost whenever a node experiences an energy peak.
In addition, supercapacitors, which are commonly used for energy storage, suffer from
leakage, i.e., energy that is harvested and not used progressively leaks and is wasted.
To reduce energy waste that occurs in these situations, we propose harvesting-enabled
optimizations that leverage energy harvesting for precomputations to enhance performance.
4.1. Signature precomputations

This optimization aims at reducing the cost of performing an ECDSA signature by
partially precomputing the combination of the terms produced by the generator (Section 2.3). It is applied whenever a node detects it is experiencing an energy peak, based
on its storage level and harvesting rate. The optimization works as follows. Whenever
there is an energy peak and there is free space in the RAM, (κj , g κj ) pairs are read
from the flash, point multiplication is performed, and the precomputed result is stored
in the node’s RAM. The results of such precomputation can then be directly used to
sign future messages, deallocating the corresponding RAM whenever a stored value is
used. By precomputing point multiplications during periods of high energy availability,
the energy cost and the time needed to perform an ECDSA signature can be significantly reduced (see Table III, Section 5.1.4). Precomputations are carried for the whole
duration of the energy peak. If there is no space left to store precomputed results in
the nodes’ RAM, they can be stored in the node’s flash (see Section 5.3.4).
4.2. Pairs refresh optimization

This optimization is meant to pro-actively exploit periods of high energy availability
and energy peaks to reduce the energy cost of performing demanding computations.
The most energy-expensive operation required by I-BPV is by far pairs refresh, which
requires the nodes to perform n modular exponentiations (see Table III, Section 5.1.4).
However, pairs refresh is a critical operation required to maintain the security level of
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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Table II. Main characteristics of the MagoNode++, TelosB and MICA2 motes.
Program memory (KB)
RAM (KB)
Nonvolatile storage (KB)
MCU Active power (mW)
Minimum Operation (V)

Telos B
48
10
1024
3
1.8

MICA2
128
4
512
33
2.7

MagoNode++
128
16
16384
12.3
1.8

I-BPV over time. By pushing modular exponentiations to energy harvesting periods,
nodes can reduce energy waste and mitigate the cost of performing such demanding
computations. The frequency with which pairs refresh should be performed depends
on the security parameter l. In particular, according to Table I, in order to resist to
Birthday attacks a refresh operation should be performed after a given number of
signatures, between Smin and Smax , have been performed. When the number of signatures generated by a node reaches the Smin threshold, the node determines whether
it can wait until the next predicted recharging opportunity to perform pairs refresh.
In fact, the energy availability over time of environmental sources such as solar light
and wind, even if non-controllable, can typically be predicted with a good level of accuracy. In order to do so, nodes run an energy prediction algorithm to forecast when
the next high energy-availability phase will occur [Cammarano et al. 2016; Recas Piorno et al. 2009; Kansal et al. 2007]. The decision on waiting until the next recharge is
based on both energy prediction and the expected rate of signature generation, which
is estimated based on past history. If the number of signatures generated by the node
reaches the Smax threshold (e.g., because of a large and unexpected prediction error),
pairs refresh is performed immediately.
5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we systematically evaluate the performance of I-BPV in different settings by means of both simulation-based evaluation and experimental validation in
a testbed of energy-harvesting wireless motes. In Section 5.1, we describe the implementation of I-BPV on a recent wireless sensor platform, the MagoNode++ [Paoli
et al. 2016], and on two widely-deployed off-the-shelf wireless sensor node families,
TelosB [Crossbow Technology 2004] and MICA2 [Crossbow Technology 2003] motes,
and we thoroughly evaluate its performance in terms of cryptographic primitives performance and of energy consumption. Table II summarizes the characteristics of the
considered platforms. The MagoNode++ is built upon the MagoNode [Paoli et al. 2014],
a 802.15.4 compliant WSN mote operating in the ISM 2.4 GHz band. The MagoNode rev. B features the ATmega256RFR2 microcontroller and transceiver bundle and
the Texas Instruments CC2530 radio front-end, which provides superior radio performance with low-power consumption. In addition, the MagoNode++ features an energyharvesting subsystem composed by a light or thermoelectric harvester, a battery manager and a power manager module. It further integrates a state-of-the-art RF Wake-Up
Receiver [Spenza et al. 2015] that enables low-latency asynchronous communication,
virtually eliminating idle listening at the main transceiver. In section 5.3, we validated our proposed harvesting-enabled optimizations, confirming their effectiveness
in further improving the performance of I-BPV.
5.1. Performance evaluation of I-BPV

Standard Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is typically implemented by using elliptic curves either over a large prime field (e.g., Fp ) or over a field of characteristic two
(e.g., F2m ). Several standard based security protocols, such as TLS, support ECDSA
implemented over both primary and binary fields. Among these two fields, we have
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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selected two curves, based both on the security level they provide and on their computational efficiency. In the following, we describe the implementation of I-BPV on both
ordinary elliptic curve of prime order, (e.g., Miyaji, Nakabayashi and Takano (MNT)
non-supersingluar curves [Miyaji et al. 2001]) and on anomalous binary elliptic curves
(e.g., Koblitz curves [Koblitz 1987]). In both cases, their group order is at least 160 bits
to resist Pohlig-Hellman attacks [Pohlig and Hellman 1978].
5.1.1. Implementation on MNT curve. We have implemented I-BPV in nesC for the operating system TinyOS 2.x. In our implementation, based on the TinyECC library [Liu
and Ning 2008], the elliptic curve is an MNT curve, which can be written in the simplified Weierstrass form as:

E(Fp ) : y 2 = x3 + ax + b.

(4)
160

31

The elliptic curve E is defined over a prime field Fp where p = 2 − 2 − 1 as recommended by enisa2 , the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security.
According to NIST, this guarantees a security level of 80 bits.
Due to the limited computational capabilities and the internal (RAM/ROM) memory
constraints of sensor platforms, optimizations are necessary for a practical implementation. We used curve-specific optimizations to speed up modular multiplication and
modular square, applicable to our case of group size p being a pseudo Mersenne prime.
To decrease the high computational cost of performing a modular inversion, elliptic
curve operations are implemented in projective coordinates using Jacobian representation. The affine coordinates can be transformed into projective coordinates which
use three elements to represent a point (X, Y, Z), allowing the numerator and the denominator to be calculated separately. The elliptic curve defined in (4) is converted to
Jacobian coordinates as follows:
E(Fp ) : Y 2 = X 3 + aXZ 4 + bZ 6 ,
2

(5)

3

where X = xZ , Y = yZ . We used the OS function to generate randomness. We also
experimented with PRNGs and both HMAC-SHA1, as a PRF, and SHA-512 truncated
at 384 bits to behave like a “random oracle” [Dodis and Puniya 2008].
5.1.2. Implementation on Koblitz curves. Following NIST recommendations, we have also
implemented I-BPV on a Koblitz curve (sect163k13 ) defined over F2m :

E(F2m ) : y 2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b,

(6)

where m = 163 and the representation of F2163 is defined by:
f (x) = x163 + x7 + x6 + x3 + 1.

(7)

The NIST irreducible polynomial for the finite field F2163 allows us to exploit optimizations such as a fast modular reduction algorithm, Solinas’ τ -radic nonadjacent form
(TNAF) representation [Solinas 2000] and an extensive use of the Frobenius map τ .
We based our implementation on Koblitz curves on RELIC4 , a modern cryptographic
meta-toolkit with emphasis on efficiency and flexibility.
5.1.3. Methodology. To evaluate the performance of I-BPV, we have measured both its
computational overhead, expressed in terms of time needed to perform the needed
operations, and its energy consumption. We experimentally evaluated the computational overhead by performing selected operations 10000 times, and recording the time
2 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/identity-and-trust/library/deliverables/algorithms-key-sizes-and-parameters-report
3 http://www.secg.org/sec2-v2.pdf
4 http://code.google.com/p/relic-toolkit
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Table III. Computational overhead and energy consumption of ECC operations on different platforms.
Exponentiation
Multiplication
Conversion of coordinates A/P/A
Precomputation

Telos B
3701ms/19.98mJ
193ms/1.04mJ
179ms/0.97mJ
292ms/1.6mJ

MICA2
2244ms/53.85mJ
130ms/3.12mJ
121ms/2.90mJ
192ms/4.6mJ

MagoNode++
976ms/13.76mJ
57ms/0.8mJ
53ms/0.74mJ
78ms/1.09mJ

needed to perform the overall cycle. This allows to estimate the average time needed
to perform each operation. We derived power consumption of the nodes via in-lab measurements. In particular, we measured the current consumption of the node when its
microcontroller (MCU) is in active mode and its radio is off. For all the three platforms,
we have observed a negligible difference between actual measurements and the values
reported in the datasheets.
5.1.4. Cost of atomic Elliptic Curve operations. Table III shows the computational overhead and energy cost of ECC operations over the MagoNode++, TelosB and MICA2
platforms. Consistently with Section 5.1.1, we use the multiplicative group notation.
Estimation of energy cost is determined as detailed in Section 5.1.3. The two basic
operations are exponentiation (i.e., computation of an EC group point g s with s a randomly chosen integer in [1, q − 1]) and multiplication between two randomly chosen
group points. Exponentiation is used in ordinary ECDSA, whereas I-BPV only uses
multiplications for signature generation.
Exponentiation is, as expected, the most expensive operation. Table III shows that
one exponentiation is executed in about 3.7s over a Telos B mote, in about 2.2s over
a MICA2 and in about 1s over a MagoNode++. The difference between these values
is due to hardware differences between the three motes and to the effect of platformspecific optimizations of the assembly code. The energy consumption associated with
exponentiation is 19.98 mJ, 53.85 mJ and 13.76 mJ for TelosB, MICA2 and MagoNode++
motes, respectively. This large difference is mostly due to the different current consumption of the CPU of the three platforms (1.8 mA for TelosB, 8 mA for MICA2 and
4.7 mA for MagoNode++). Our experimental evaluation also shows that a multiplication costs about a factor 17 − 19 less than an exponentiation, in terms of both time
and energy. A multiplication requires 193 ms with an energy consumption of 1.04 mJ
on TelosB motes, 130 ms with an energy consumption of 3.12 mJ on MICA2 motes, and
57 ms with an energy consumption of 0.8 mJ on a MagoNode++. By themselves, these
results might (erroneously) suggest that the saving in using precomputations might be
limited to the case of up to 17 − 19 terms. As shown later on in table IV this is not the
case, and, for instance, 60 multiplications are performed in almost 1/4 of an exponentiation time. Indeed, our implementation performs (faster) operations in the Jacobian
projective coordinates. The cost in converting from affine coordinates to projective coordinates and vice versa (labeled as “Conversion of coordinates A/P/A” in Table III)
is thus a fixed overhead that applies once to both exponentiation and multiplication.
This cost is non negligible, being, in terms of time, of 179ms on TelosB, of 121ms on
MICA2 and 53ms on MagoNode++ platforms. Note that the conversion of coordinates
affine → projective → affine accounts for almost all the cost of performing a multiplication, being the latter step (projective → affine) the dominant cost. Nevertheless,
backward conversion to affine is recommended as security may be affected by leaving results in projective coordinates [Naccache et al. 2004]. The cost of online pairs
generation as described in Algorithm 2 is shown in Table III as the precomputation
cost. A precomputation is performed in 292ms on a Telos B, 192ms on a MICA2 and
78ms on a MagoNode++, consuming 1.6 mJ, 4.6 mJ and 1.09 mJ for TelosB, MICA2 and
MagoNode++ motes, respectively.
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Table IV. Anatomy of an ECDSA signature cost using MNT curve: Experimental measurements on TelosB, MICA2
and MagoNode++.
P

κj
mod q
10ms
0.05mJ
5ms
0.03mJ
2ms
0.01mJ

k
60
30
15
8

1ms 

Telos B
Q κ
g j

ECDSA

1026ms
5.54mJ
604ms
3.26mJ
391ms
2.11mJ
291ms
1.57mJ

1229ms
6.63mJ
802ms
4.33mJ
586ms
3.16mJ
485ms
2.62mJ

P

κj
mod q

MICA2
Q κ
g j

ECDSA

not supported
3ms
381ms
0.07mJ
9.14mJ
2ms
252ms
0.05mJ
6.05mJ
∼
191ms
=1ms
∼
=0.02mJ 4.58mJ

523ms
12.55mJ
393ms
9.43mJ
331ms
7.94mJ

P

κj
mod q
3ms
0.04mJ
2ms
0.03mJ
1ms
0.01mJ
∼
=1ms
0.01mJ

MagoNode++
Q κ
ECDSA
g j
276ms
3.89mJ
165ms
2.33mJ
103ms
1.45mJ
77ms
1.09mJ

330ms
4.65mJ
217ms
3.06mJ
155ms
2.19mJ
128ms
1.8mJ

Table V. Performance comparison with NTRUSign, other optimizations of ECDSA, and XTR-DSA (MICA2 motes). The
last two rows report performance results of I-BPV on both MNT and Koblitz curves, in which ECDSA exponentiations
are performed by using multiplications of precomputed elliptic curve points.
Reference
[Gura et al.
2004]
TinyECC
[Liu and
Ning 2008]
[Driessen
et al. 2008]
This work
(MNT)
This work
(Koblitz)

Scheme

ROM

RAM

|Sig|

|keypriv |

|keypub |

tsign

RSA

7.4KB

1.1KB

128B

128B

131B

10.99s

263.8mJ

ECDSA

19.3KB

1.5KB

40B

21B

40B

2.001s

48.1mJ

NTRUSign
ECDSA
XTR-DSA

11.3KB
43.2KB
24.3KB

542B
3.2KB
1.6KB

127B
40B
40B

383B
21B
20B

127B
40B
176B

0.619s
0.918s
0.965s

22.3mJ
22.0mJ
23.2mJ

ECDSA

18.2KB

1.2KB

40B

21B

40B

0.346s

8.1mJ

ECDSA

64.5KB

1.8KB

40B

21B

40B

0.298s

6.9mJ

ECP U (tsign )

5.1.5. Cost of I-BPV for precomputation-based ECDSA. The cost in terms of memory, time,
and energy consumption of I-BPV depends on the parameters used in the generator,
i.e., the number n of precomputed pairs (κj , g κj ), the number ne of the elements (dj , g dj )
comprising the set used for the random walk over the Cayley graph expander, and the
number k of elements drawn at each signature. The parameters n and ne are only
related to storage, and hence do not impact the cost of an ECDSA signature in terms
of time and energy consumption. Parameter k, instead, affects performance results as
it is related to the number of multiplications to be performed.
Table IV provides an overview of the various time/energy costs involved in an
ECDSA signature with I-BPV, along with the cost of the whole signature, for four
values of the security parameter k, with n = 160. Specifically, the table reports, for
each sensor node platform, the time and energy consumption needed to perform: i) the
modular sum of the coefficients κj ∈ Zq , ii) the product of the k corresponding elliptic
curve points g κj , and iii) the total ECDSA signature cost. Results show that the cost,
as expected, grows with the size of the parameter k, but it remains significantly lower
than the cost of an exponentiation even for large k. Pairs are assumed to be stored in
RAM. Note that the first row for MICA2 is left blank because MICA2 mote can not
store k = 60 entirely in RAM.
5.1.6. Comparison with other techniques. Table V compares the performance attained by
our I-BPV-based ECDSA signature in both MNT and Koblitz versions (parameters:
n = 160, ne = 32, and k = 8) with alternative signatures, as well as other ECDSA implementations. The data reported in the table for benchmarking schemes are adapted
from [Driessen et al. 2008], which provides a comparative assessment of the reported
schemes when implemented over a MICAz sensor node (which uses the same microACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of per-day energy consumption associated with sensing, communication and signature
generation using standard ECDSA without precomputations in scenarios with: a) different cost of sensing;
and b) different cost of communication, i.e., using a wake-up radio (WUR) or with different duty cycle values.

controller employed by the MICA2). The remaining entries in the table are provided
for the reader’s convenience, and report the size (Sig), in bytes, of the considered signatures, along with the size, in bytes, of the private key (keypriv ) and the public key
(keypub ). In the comparison, we further account for the fact that the n precomputed
pairs (κj , g κj ) and the ne pairs (dj , g dj ) cannot be entirely stored in the RAM. Indeed,
MICA2 motes have only a 4KB RAM, whereas each pair requires 63 bytes of memory:
19 bytes for the integers κi , and 22 bytes for each of the two coordinates of the elliptic
curve points g κi . Even if 2.8 KB were in principle available (the implementation of our
scheme requires 18.2KB of ROM and 1.2KB of RAM for the MNT version and 64.5KB
of ROM and 1.8KB of RAM for the Koblitz version), we considered the worst-case approach of storing all the pairs in the flash memory. Access to the flash brings about
an extra time/energy cost. Specifically, reading one pair takes 1.94 ms and causes an
energy consumption of 0.023 mJ. This supplementary flash access overhead explains
the slightly worse results with respect to the performance reported in Table IV for the
same setting of the parameters.
Table V clearly shows that precomputation permits to significantly outperform other
scheme reported in the table: our I-BPV-based signature over Koblitz curves is three
times faster than the best ECDSA implementation reported in the table, and it is twice
as fast as than NTRUSIGN . Similar improvements are shown also in terms of energy
consumption.
5.2. Relative energy cost of ECDSA signatures

To better motivate the need of optimizing ECDSA signatures, we evaluate the relative
energy cost of performing ECDSA signatures with respect to the cost of sensing and
communication in different scenarios.
We run simulations using GreenCastalia [Benedetti et al. 2013], an open-source extension of the Castalia simulator [Boulis 2007] that we develop for accurate modeling
of energy-harvesting WSNs. The energy model we use is that of TelosB, which uses
the IEEE 802.15.4-compliant CC2420 transceiver. For accurate modeling of time and
energy consumption of security-related operations, we further extend GreenCastalia
to include a realistic model of the microcontroller of TelosB motes, according to which
time and energy consumption of security-related operations are modeled based on experimental measurements (Section 5.1). In addition, we also provide simple models
to account for time and energy spent to read/write from/to the flash and for sensing
activity.
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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We consider a Structural Health Monitoring application in which nodes in the network are deployed for monitoring of a critical structure, such a bridge. As a practical
example, we consider Telos B nodes equipped with on-board Sensirion SHT1x sensors that perform temperature and humidity measurements twice per minute. Based
on the sensor datasheet specifications, we set the power consumption of sensing to
3mW, and the time needed for the measurement to complete to 171ms [Sensirion AG
2011]. A data packet containing sample measurements is then generated, signed to ensure integrity and authentication, and sent to the sink. We use the default settings of
GreenCastalia for channel and radio models. The channel data rate is set to 250 Kbps.
The average path loss between nodes in the network follows the lognormal shadowing
model. Packet reception probability for each link is computed based on SINR, packet
size, and modulation type. The additive interference model is used, so that the effect
of simultaneous transmissions from multiple nodes is linearly added at the receiver.
Simulations are run for ten days.
Figure 1(a) reports the percentage of per-day energy consumption associated with
sensing, communication and signature generation (using standard ECDSA without
precomputations) in scenarios with different energy cost of communication. In particular, we consider both the cases in which duty cycling is employed and in which a
wake-up receiver (WUR) is used for on-demand communication. We implemented duty
cycling in GreenCastalia through the Low Power Listening (LPL) MAC-layer technique. We set LPL parameters based on the TinyOS 2.1 implementation of BoX-MAC2 [Moss and Levis 2008]. Nodes using LPL follow asynchronous wake-up schedules,
performing periodic receive checks every lms, l ∈ {250, 500, 1000, 2000}. In other words,
nodes sleep for 250ms, 500ms, 1s or 2s between successive checks for channel activity.
In the scenario in which nodes use duty cycling, the relative energy cost of performing
ECDSA signatures varies between 20% and 55% of the total energy spent by the node,
depending on the value of l. When using a wake-up receiver with nano ampere current
consumption, such as [Spenza et al. 2015], rather than duty-cycle-based communication, the relative cost of performing ECDSA signatures is as high as 90% of the total
energy consumed by the node.
Figure 1(b) shows the percentage of per-day energy consumption associated with
sensing, communication and signature generation in scenarios with different energy
cost of sensing. In these tests, motes use a wake-up receiver. Depending on the energy cost of sensing, the relative energy cost of performing ECDSA signatures varies
between 29% and 90% of the total energy spent by the node.
5.3. Performance evaluation of I-BPV with harvesting-enabled optimizations

To assess the performance improvement achieved by using our proposed harvestingenabled optimizations, we carried out both simulations-based experiments using reallife energy traces, and practical experiments in a testbed of solar-powered Telos B
motes.
5.3.1. Harvesting-aware optimizations. In this set of experiments, we implement the
harvesting-aware optimizations described in Section 4, and estimate their impact on
reducing the energy toll associated with security operations.
We implemented I-BPV in GreenCastalia. In simulations, all the precomputed pairs,
accounting to about 12 KB, are stored in the flash memory of the nodes. This is a worst
case scenario, as part of them could be stored in the RAM. The storage requirement
is determined as follows: The number n of pairs (k, g κi ), each using 63 bytes, must
be set to a value not lower than 160, the size in bit of the Elliptic Curve group, to
prevent lattice reduction attacks [Nguyen and Stern 1999]. Thanks to our optimization
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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Fig. 2. Telos B motes interfaced with (a) photovoltaic cell and (b) micro wind turbine, and (c) MagoNode++
with photovoltaic cell.
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Fig. 3. Effect of harvesting-aware optimizations on energy spent to sign messages: (a) Average energy spent
per day by standard ECDSA (no optimization), by I-BPV and by I-BPV with point multiplication precomputations (I-BPV-PRE); (b) Energy saving with point multiplication precomputations in different solar and
wind harvesting scenarios.

(Section 3), the number ne of supplementary pairs for constructing the Cayley graph
are set to 32, one fifth of the group size in bits. Hence, 192 × 63 bytes are used in total.
To simulate energy harvesting, we obtained real-life solar and wind traces by interfacing Telos B motes with photovoltaic cells (Fig. 2(a)) and with wind micro turbines
(Fig. 2(b)). Additional solar and wind harvesting data from the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) at Oak Ridge, Tennessee [NREL: Measurement and Instrumentation Data Center 2011] were also used in simulations. In order to use such
traces in our performance evaluation, we converted raw weather data, i.e., irradiance
and wind speed values, into energy harvesting estimations. In particular, we calculate
the power Ps harvested by a solar cell of size A and efficiency η as: Ps = A · η · I, where
I is the radiant energy incident onto surface. For wind energy harvesting, we estimate
the output power Pw of the wind micro turbine as: Pw = 0.5 · v 3 · A · ρ · Cp , where v is
the wind speed in m/s, A is the rotor swept area in m2 , ρ is the air density (typically
1.25 kg/m3 ), and Cp < 1 is the power extraction coefficient.
5.3.2. Signature precomputations. In this simulations, we consider the same application
scenario detailed in Section 5.2, in which the nodes are also equipped with energy
harvesters. Simulations are run for ten days by using different energy-harvesting
datasets. In this setting, the average energy spent per day to sign messages is more
than 60J for ECDSA without I-BPV and of around 8J with I-BPV, resulting in a 86%
reduction in energy consumption (Figure 3(a)). These results are computed based on
the energy spent by the MCU of the node to perform security operations and on the enACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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Fig. 4. Effect of energy availability on point multiplication precomputations: (a) Number of precomputations performed per day by I-BPV-PRE over 7 days with variable harvesting conditions; (b) Impact of the
solar cell size on number of precomputations and energy saving obtained by I-BPV-PRE.

ergy spent for reading from and writing to the node’s flash. Energy harvested in excess,
when available, is used to precompute point multiplications as detailed in Section 4.1.
Using I-BPV with point multiplication precomputations (denoted as I-BPV-PRE in the
following) allows to further reduce the average energy spent to sign message of up to
an additional 22%. This results in an energy saving of approximately a factor 10 with
respect to the case in which I-BPV is not used and non-optimized ECDSA signatures
are employed. Figure 3(b) shows the additional energy saving (in percentage) w.r.t. IBPV that is achieved when using different energy harvesting datasets. As expected,
the number of precomputations performed by I-BPV-PRE, and thus the energy saving
it achieves, is higher in the solar energy harvesting scenario than in the wind energy
harvesting scenario. This is due to the higher amount of energy harvested by solar
cells with respect to wind micro turbines, which results in a greater number of energy peaks. Fig. 4(a) details the energy harvesting profile of a node, and the number of
precomputations performed during each day. Since the number of point multiplication
precomputations performed by the nodes depends on the power harvested during the
day, in the same scenario we also evaluate the impact of the solar cell size (and thus
on the amount of energy harvested by the nodes) on the number of precomputations
performed by I-BPV-PRE. Fig. 4(b) shows the energy saving achieved by I-BPV-PRE
w.r.t. I-BPV and the average number of point precomputations performed per day by a
node powered by a solar cell whose size is varied between 2 and 32 cm2 .
In scenario in which the harvesting energy availability is limited, such as in the
wind harvesting one, the number of point precomputations performed by I-BPV-PRE
also depends on the energy charging threshold Eth . For example, in the wind-ROME
scenario I-BPV-PRE performs an average of 173 point precomputations per day when
the energy charging threshold is set to the maximum amount of energy that can be
stored in the supercapacitor of the node. In this case, an energy peak only occurs if the
energy storage is fully charged while the node is harvesting power at a rate that exceeds its current power consumption. Using less conservative values for Eth increases
the average number of precomputations. For example, setting Eth = 90% results in
around 20% more precomputations performed per day with respect to the case in which
precomputations are performed only when the energy storage is fully charged.
5.3.3. Pairs refresh optimization. In the last set of experiments, we evaluate the impact
of the pairs refresh optimization proposed in Section 4.2 in terms of efficient utilization
of the harvested energy. Figure 5(a) shows the energy spent by I-BPV for pairs refresh
(without harvesting-aware optimizations). The pool size n has been varied between 40
and 160. The energy spent for pairs refresh varies between 0.80 J and 3.21 J, depending
on the pool size. Results show similar trends when considering the MagoNode++ and
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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Fig. 5. Impact of pairs refresh optimization on efficient utilization of harvested energy: (a) Energy spent
for pairs refresh by I-BPV for different size of the pairs pool; (b) Three-days snapshot of the supercapacitor voltage of a node with pairs refresh optimization (I-BPV-OPT) and without pairs refresh optimization
(I-BPV). With I-BPV-OPT, pairs refresh is performed during periods of high energy availability, using harvested energy in excess without consuming energy stored in the supercapacitor. This significantly reduces
the amount of “dead’ time.

the MICA2 platforms. In particular, when n=160, refreshing the pool of pairs requires
2.22 J of energy on a MagoNode++ and 8.62 J of energy on a MICA2 mote.
To assess the impact of harvesting-aware optimizations, we use the same setup as
detailed in Section 5.3.2, and consider energy-harvesting nodes powered by an harvesting subsystem that includes a solar cell of size 2cm2 and a 10F Panasonic Gold
supercapacitor. Nodes estimate when the next high energy-availability phase will occur by using the Pro-Energy energy prediction algorithm [Cammarano et al. 2016]. We
measure the amount of time during which each node is considered “dead” due to its capacitor being empty. When using I-BPV, performing pairs refresh requires significant
amount of energy from the supercapacitor, which results in nodes being “dead” for more
than 36 hours over our 10-days experiment. When using pairs refresh optimization,
pairs refresh is performed during periods of high energy availability, which allows to
directly use harvested energy in excess without consuming stored energy. This matching between energy consumption and energy harvesting profile significantly reduces
the amount of “dead’ time from more than 36 hours to less than half an hour over
a 10-days experiment. Figure 5(b) depicts a three-days snapshot of traces extracted
from simulations, which show that pairs refresh optimization allows better usage of
the harvested energy.
5.3.4. I-BPV optimizations vs. naive approaches: experimental evaluation. In this section, we
discuss and motivate the use of the harvesting-aware optimization presented in Section 4.1 with respect to a naive approach, in which the harvested energy is used to
directly compute a full exponentiation as part of precomputations. The naive solution
works as follows: extra energy, which would be wasted if not used, is used to compute
pairs (κ, g κ ), which are then stored in RAM and FLASH until they are both filled up.
We show that this naive solution, although seeming quite promising as it requires no
extra storage, is much less performing than our approach. To this end, we consider
a simple application in which each node is required to continuously sense and send
signed messages containing sensors measurements. The node has two main states: either having extra energy from harvesting or not. When it is in the first state, it uses
energy in excess to populate the available memory with pairs. Its only task is thus to
precompute and store pairs (κ, g κ ). If no extra energy is available, the node keep generating sensing data and transmitting signed messages. In the event the node uses up all
pairs, it will compute new ones on the fly. That is, the node first generates a pair (κ, g κ )
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Fig. 6. Experimental comparison of I-BPV and naive approach over three days: signatures and precomputations performed daily by a solar-powered TelosB mote.

and then uses it to compute a single signature. The on-the-fly generation continues
until the node reaches the first state again. We compare the performance of computing
pairs (κ, g κ ) by using full exponentiation (naive approach) and with our I-BPV-based
technique (with n = 160 and k = 8). To this end, we evaluate how many signatures
the node can generate and transmit in a typical day using these two strategies. We
run such an experiment in a testbed of solar-powered motes with energy-harvesting
capabilities. The sensor node is built around the Telos B platform, as shown in Figure 2(a), and it includes an harvesting subsystem composed of a 0.5W solar panel, a
custom charging board and three rechargeable 1.2 V / 2450 mAh batteries. The harvesting subsystem also implements a maximum power point controller (MPPC), which
dynamically maximizes the harvesting efficiency, in order to get as much power as possible from the solar panel under any lighting condition. Nodes can determine whether
they are experiencing an energy peak by sampling the voltage of their solar cell and
energy storage through dedicated test points connected to the ADC input ports of the
Telos B mote. A direct voltage look up table is used to determine the current harvesting power based on the harvester’s voltage. We implemented in TinyOS both the naive
solution and I-BPV with the proposed harvesting-aware optimizations, and deployed
outdoors two solar-powered motes. Figure 6 shows the number of signatures and the
number of precomputations performed daily by the motes over a snapshot of three
days by our I-BPV-based method and by the naive approach. Results show that, on
average, I-BPV outperforms the naive approach by a factor of 3 in terms of number of
signatures per day, and up to a factor of 30 in terms of precomputations.
6. RELATED WORKS

Effective precomputation techniques have been proposed in the past [Brickell et al.
1993; Rooij 1995] to accelerate modular exponentiations at the basis of several standard signature and key management schemes, such as the (Elliptic Curve) Digital
Signature Algorithm and the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. Despite their
promises, however, the actual application of such techniques in the IoT and WSN
security arena has been apparently overlooked. Rather, driven by the common goal
of energy conservation, most of the research effort in this field has specifically targeted the design of alternative energy-friendly lightweight security primitives [Dini
and Savino 2011; Zia and Zomaya 2011]. In many IoT and WSN application scenarios,
however, using standardized security constructions remains the approach of choice,
being supported by both rigorous security analyses and long-lasting real-world practice. The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm is a standard security primitive
that has received widespread consideration in emerging security protocols for lowpower devices (see, e.g., the IETF working groups ROLL and CORE-CoAP), due to
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ECDSA signatures being significantly cheaper than RSA signatures at the same security level [Wander et al. 2005]. Previous works, such as [Driessen et al. 2008], have
presented ECDSA implementations for Wireless Sensor Networks. However, delay and
energy consumption of generating ECDSA signatures are still significant, currently
being in the order of seconds and tens of mJ, respectively [Capossele et al. 2015]. For
this reason, solutions specifically tailored to WSNs have been proposed to avoid intensive use of ECDSA [Liu et al. 2012]. To the best of our knowledge, the possibility of
exploiting energy harvesting to speed up generation of ECDSA signatures, thus reducing its energy toll, has so far be investigated only by our prior work [Ateniese et al.
2013]. Indeed, despite the extremely rich literature on solutions specifically tailored
to WSNs [Ren et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2008], to date only a handful of works have focused on the possibility offered by energy harvesting to support and improve security
schemes. One of the earliest work in this field is the optimization mechanism proposed
by Taddeo et al. in [Taddeo et al. 2010]. Their proposed scheme enables to dynamically change communication security settings of an energy-harvesting wireless sensor
network (EH-WSN) over time based on the energy state of the network. Pabbuleti et
al. investigate ECC-based and hash-based signature schemes on autonomous, energyharvesting sensor nodes, demonstrating the trade-off between computation energy and
communication energy in PKC signature schemes [Pabbuleti et al. 2014]. Use of precomputations with partitioned execution modes has been recently investigated by Aysu
and Schaumont on constrained energy-harvesting platforms as a potential optimization technique for a post-quantum hash-based signature scheme [Aysu and Schaumont
2015]. Bianchi et al. propose a solution for data access control in EH-WSNs deployed
for health care and assisted living applications [Bianchi et al. 2013], which combines
smart caching and energy intake prediction to make computationally-heavy asymmetric cryptography schemes feasible in real WSNs with energy harvesting. In [Shakhov
et al. 2013], Shakhov et al. investigate survivability of EH-WSNs nodes under floodingbased attacks and discuss counteracting methods against them. Lim and Huie propose
a countermeasure to selective forwarding attack in energy harvesting WSNs in [Lim
and Huie 2015]. A more comprehensive taxonomy of attacks specifically focused on
energy-harvesting scenario is provided in [Kang et al. 2015].
Energy prediction models, such as [Cammarano et al. 2016; Recas Piorno et al. 2009;
Cammarano et al. 2013; Kansal et al. 2007], are widely used in energy-harvesting
WSNs as a building block of harvesting-aware solutions. For example, algorithms for
task scheduling [Zhang et al. 2015] and task allocation [Porta et al. 2014], harvestingaware communication protocols [Le et al. 2013] and power management strategies
based on dynamic load adaptation [Renner et al. 2014; Mohaqeqi et al. 2013] have
been proposed that use energy prediction to optimize the usage of the harvested energy. However, prediction-based approaches are still seldom used to support security
solutions.
7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, with focus on a concrete implementation of an ECDSA signature over
three mote platforms (MagoNode++, TelosB and MICA2) and its extensive assessment, we have shown that precomputations permit to significantly reduce the energy
cost and accelerate the speed of signatures in wireless sensor nodes. By using MNT
curves, we achieved an ECDSA-signature generation time below 350 ms over MICA2
motes, with an energy consumption below 10 mJ. We further improved these results
by using Koblitz curves, generating a signature in 300 ms and consuming about 7 mJ.
Our outcomes have shown that, with precomputations, an ECDSA signature attains
performance superior to lightweight approaches such as NTRUsign. We believe these
results make a significant case for considering precomputation techniques for makACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January 2015.
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ing standard signatures practical in the wireless sensor domain, rather than choosing alternative signature schemes. As a further argument in favor of precomputation,
we pointed out the emergence of energy harvesting technologies that opportunistically draw energy from the environment. We implemented optimizations by leveraging
the energy that micro solar cells and wind microturbines can make available to cryptographic processing. Specifically, we applied precomputation techniques moving the
computation of the most resource demanding operations to times when the energy is at
peak. Through simulations and real-life experimentation, we showed that harvestingenabled optimizations can significantly improve the performance of the system. Given
these promising results, we believe that the exploitation of harvested energy for security protocols is a very compelling playground for future creative constructions.
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